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Abstract

Serverless computing is a rapidly growing paradigm in
the cloud industry that envisions functions as the computational building blocks of an application. Instead of forcing
the application developer to provision cloud resources for
their application, the cloud provider provisions the required
resources for each function “under the hood.” In this work,
we envision virtual serverless providers (VSPs) to aggregate
serverless offerings. In doing so, VSPs allow developers (and
businesses) to get rid of vendor lock-in problems and exploit
pricing and performance variation across providers by adaptively utilizing the best provider at each time, forcing the
providers to compete to offer cheaper and superior services.
We discuss the merits of a VSP and show that serverless systems are well-suited to cross-provider aggregation, compared
to virtual machines. We propose a VSP system architecture
and implement an initial version. Using experimental evaluations, our preliminary results show that a VSP can improve
maximum sustained throughput by 1.2𝑥 to 4.2𝑥, reduces SLO
violations by 98.8%, and improves the total invocations’ costs
by 54%.
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1

Introduction

Serverless computing is one of the fastest growing cloud
paradigms. It aims to decouple infrastructure management
from application development. Under the serverless paradigm, the application developer does not worry about provisioning and up-/down-scaling resources, which can be particularly tricky in the shadow of varying demand. Instead,
the provider conducts automatic and scalable provisioning.
This, complemented with the pay-as-you-go model and scaledown-to-zero capabilities have made serverless one of the
most exciting cloud models for developers. Today, all major cloud providers have serverless offerings, mainly in the
form of Function-as-a-Service (FaaS): AWS Lambda, Azure
Functions, Google Cloud Functions, and IBM Cloud Functions. Serverless is still growing rapidly, where new system
features are frequently introduced and various aspects of
pricing and quality of service (QoS) are constantly re-visited.
In this paper, we present and argue for the concept of
Virtual Serverless Provider (VSP), a third-party entity that
aggregates serverless offerings from multiple providers and
seamlessly delivers a superior unified serverless to developers. In doing so, it prevents vendor lock-in problems and
exploits competition between providers to achieve a confluence of cost, performance, and reliability goals. Specifically,
this paper presents the merits of having VSPs take advantage
of different pricing schemes as well as variable performance
and to achieve enhanced cost, performance, and scalability.
Certain characteristics of serverless systems and ongoing technology trends make the VSP model viable. Unlike
conventional cloud federations of VMs, serverless functions
are much lighter and faster to deploy, eliminating the pain
of slow migrations. Additionally, there are already a number of open-source provider-agnostic serverless frameworks
and tools that pave the way towards building efficient and
cost-effective multi-cloud serverless aggregation. Finally, a
number of recent technical advances and ongoing research
areas will improve the performance predictability of today’s
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Request Cost
Provider
AWS
Lambda
Azure
Functions
GCP
Functions
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Cost
Function Execution Cost
Add. Cost
Min.
Round-up
(per GB-s) Duration
Resol.

Free Add. Cost

Free
(GB-s)

Mem.
Metering

1M

$0.2/M

400,000

$1.67 × 10−5

1 ms

1 ms

Static

1M

$0.256/M

400,000

$2.1 × 10−5

100 ms

1 ms

Dynamic

2M

$0.4/M

400,000*

$2.5 × 10−5 *

100 ms

100 ms

Static

Table 1: The pricing schemes of AWS Lambda, Azure
Functions and GCP Cloud Functions consumption
plan as of May 28, 2021. (M: Million, GB-s: GB-seconds).
*: GCP Cloud Functions charges additional $10−4 per
GHZ-seconds with 200,000 free GHZ-seconds.
highly variable serverless systems [18]. Increased predictability allows the VSP to better optimize choices.
Designing and implementing VSPs opens new research
directions. One such avenue is developing domain-specific
VSPs (e.g., for ML [11], etc.) to enhance the optimality of the
multi-cloud deployment. This can potentially lead to new
cloud market structures.

2

Merits

2.1 Harnessing Cost and Service Variances
Table 1 summarizes the pricing elements for three popular serverless providers as of May 28, 2021. As seen, the
final cost of a serverless function1 depends on the number
of invocation requests as well as execution. The execution
cost is a combination of memory usage and execution time.
AWS Lambda and Azure Functions offer the same limits
on their free tiers: the first one million requests and 400
GB-seconds in a month are free. Beyond that, AWS Lambda
charges slightly less than Azure Functions for additional
requests and GB-s. However, the way the GB-second consumption is calculated varies between these two providers.
Azure Functions comes with the overhead of charging for at
least 100ms of execution, whereas Lambda is limited by static
memory allocation and charging for memory even when the
function is not using it. This makes running a sub-hundredmillisecond function with consistent memory usage cheaper
on Lambda, and running a two-hundred-millisecond function with bursty memory usage cheaper on Azure Functions.
There exist many more subtle differences in serverless pricing, especially when the entire ecosystem including storage
and third-party services is considered. However, this simple
example should suffice in elaborating that the cost-optimally
of each serverless provider depends on the workload. The
VSP can exploit this to minimize developers’ overall costs
while maintaining acceptable performance.
In addition to using provider differences to reduce cost, the
VSP can use it for performance optimizations. An example is
how different providers deploy various function keep-alive
policies, considering that function containers/VMs cannot
1 This

excludes additional storage or data transfer costs.

be kept alive (resident in memory) indefinitely [44, 51]. The
VSP can pick the one that suits the application the best. For
instance, if invocations are infrequent and too irregular and
bound to get cold starts anyway, the VSP would rather map
it to the FaaS provider with the cheapest offering, regardless
of performance. On the other hand, an application with a
predictable invocation pattern can benefit from Azure Functions’ adaptive Hybrid Histogram policy [44] to get fewer
cold starts and thus better average and tail latency.
Pushing this angle further, the VSP can also use the realtime performance monitoring data to adaptively distribute its
function requests away from those providers experiencing
a slowdown. This strategy is supported by empirical evidence that the performance variation for different providers
is statistically independent. Wang et al. monitored the cold
start latency of AWS, Google, and Azure for over a week
and showed that their performance degradation is uncorrelated [51]. Performance variation is not limited to different providers and can exist across various regions of the
same provider. Ginzburg et al. [18] reported significant performance variations in two AWS Lambda regions: an 11%
difference in end-to-end performance as well as a 12-hour
lag in daily performance degradation hour. In Section 5 we
demonstrate the feasibility and performance benefits of such
adaptive scheduling across serverless platforms.
2.2 Fusing the Benefits of Providers
Scalability is a central promise of serverless computing
and stems from the fact that developers are not responsible
for resource provisioning. It is achieved by state-of-the-art
auto-scalers, relying on function images being lightweight,
and functions being stateless often. Despite all of these, this
scalability is not infinite. Previous characterization studies on
production serverless systems have observed different scalability rates and patterns for various providers [31]. Lloyd
et al. observed that going beyond fifty concurrent requests
significantly increased the cold-run execution time of functions served by Azure Functions [29]. Parallel deployment
on multiple serverless providers allows the VSP to increase
the scalability limits, both in terms of ramp-up speed as well
as sustained throughput. This parallel deployment requires
low-latency load balancing at the VSP, which is viable, as
the VSP is not performing high latency tasks such as language runtime or application-specific initializations [48]. We
demonstrate this later in Section 5.
In addition to scalability benefits, using multiple providers
for each application creates a larger virtual monthly free-tier
by combining free-tier limits from multiple providers. This
potential should not be overlooked, as recent production
serverless traces released by Azure [44] revealed that the
majority of serverless applications are invoked infrequently
(“81% of the applications are invoked once per minute or less
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on average" [44]). This means that while a small percentage
of applications that are heavily invoked would probably see
no cost-saving from free tier extension, a significant share
of medium class applications would enjoy it.
2.3 Data-Aware Deployment
In a multi-cloud setting, it is possible that the business
data and compute resources are distributed among different
cloud providers due to business decisions or other technical
or economic incentives. In such cases, putting computation
closer to the data is the desired approach [54]. A business
might not be able to migrate parts of data out of a provider
or region to comply with data governance and protection
laws such as GDPR. A VSP would ease the deployment of
such applications by scheduling and deploying functions
such that 1) they are as close as possible to the data that they
consume, 2) the data transfer between regions is minimized
to reduce data transfer (and processing) costs, and 3) data
protection laws are complied with.

3

Viability

We next consider the viability of building a VSP. To do so,
we compare serverless to conventional cloud systems already
federated. We also enumerate a number of new systems and
technology trends that either have paved or will pave the
way for VSPs.
3.1 Fast Dispatch
Conventional federated cloud systems are built on top of
slow-booting VMs. This requires caching VM images or keeping some backup VMs alive in order to ensure smooth transitions between providers. Building a federation of serverless offerings, however, is easier to handle as the cold boot
of functions is much faster than that of VMs. Initiating a
medium-size VM on AWS EC2 with 2 vCPUs, 8 GB of memory, and 8 GB of SDD storage (100/3000 IOPS) took us ~250
seconds 2 . On the other hand, initiating Node.js 8 or Python
3.6 functions on AWS Lambda took around ~1 seconds, which
is 250 times faster. These VM initiation measurements were
conducted without transferring any VM or container images;
if those transfers were included, the gap in initiation times
would have been even more dramatic due to the significantly
larger size of VM images. Thus, VSP users would likely experience significantly lower delays than in traditional cloud
federations, making them a viable option for application
developers.
3.2 Provider-Agnostic APIs and Bridges
Vendor lock-in hinders the viability of VSPs: Serverless offerings are often designed to be compatible with other cloud
services within the cloud provider. For example, they might
have native integration with other services such as event
sources, logging and metrics services, queue services, and
2 This

measurement was taken using a Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS image in
the North Virginia region.
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other specific services on the cloud provider they belong to.
Because of this service-level vendor lock-in problem, serverless developers cannot always benefit from services offered
by other cloud providers.
Fortunately, there are several tools and frameworks which
prevent API lock-in at the API-level [45]. Examples include
the Serverless Framework [42], Gloo [19], PyWren [22], Fn
Project [15], and Nimbella [36]. For instance, Gloo is an
API gateway and controller specifically designed to support
hybrid applications and clouds.
In a multi-cloud setting, it is also vital to allow functions
to consume events from different event sources on multiple
clouds. New systems have been introduced to support crosscloud event bridging. Unlike AWS’s EventBridge [3], TriggerMesh’s EveryBridge [14] can consume event data from
various sources to trigger functions on any public or private
cloud. Open source and cloud-native initiatives such as Knative [24] can also be used. In particular, Knative Eventing [25]
can be used to implement cloud-agnostic event sources and
event consumers.
Regarding the service-level vendor lock-in problem, there
remain opportunities to develop more tools and platforms
to support seamless cross-cloud bridging in order to enable
serverless functions on one cloud to utilize services on another cloud. Collectively, these tools and platforms circumvent the locking effect from provider-specific APIs and services and pave the way towards production class VSPs.
3.3 Performance Predictability
Increased performance predictability of serverless systems
would facilitate building VSPs. Currently, one major source
of latency variation in serverless environments is cold start
overhead. There have been many advances on this topic
in the past few years. These include techniques that reduce
cold start latency, including lightweight virtualization [1, 49],
sandboxing [2], snapshotting [10, 13], ahead-of-time allocation of network interfaces [32], and language runtime optimizations [12]; and techniques that reduce the number of
cold starts through adaptive lifetime management of functions [8, 16, 44]. Given the ongoing research in this angle, we
anticipate cold start effects to be mitigated to a great degree.
Data caching is another practical solution for performance
predictability and cost reduction [35, 40].

4

Proposed Architecture

Building and deploying a VSP requires careful design of
an architecture that can ensure seamless transitions between
providers and exploit variations in pricing and performance.
Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of our proposed architecture for the VSP, consisting of eight modules: a utilitydriven scheduler, controller, event bridge, performance monitor, pre-loader, local cache, billing, and authentication. We
describe the role of each of these modules below.
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Figure 1: The high-level overview of the proposed VSP.
Utility-driven Scheduler: This module uses performance
metrics and cost information to find the right provider(s) to
maximize user utility. Utility optimization policies could
include cost minimization, performance maximization, or
arbitrary combinations of the two objectives. The scheduler
also considers hard constraints such as compliance, resource
allocation limits, etc. to eliminate unacceptable providers.
To account for potential variations in performance and to
avoid overloading a single provider (and potentially degrading its performance), the scheduler may identify multiple
providers that provide near-optimal performance. Since function performance can vary not only between providers but
also between different regions of a single provider, the granularity of cloud environment options that we consider is a
single region of a single provider.
Controller: The controller maps requests of each application to its set of providers according to the scheduler’s utility
optimization results, acting as a lightweight load balancer
across the providers identified by the scheduler. For instance,
if the performance at one provider suddenly degrades, the
controller can quickly shift to another provider.
Event Bridge: Once the scheduler schedules different
functions on different cloud environments, it is possible that
a function on cloud A, needs to consume events from cloud
B. This module as discussed before enables cross-cloud event
sourcing and consumption.
Performance Monitor: A function’s performance can
vary over time due to varying inputs or as a result of change
in the QoS of underlying providers. As a result, the set of
optimal providers may vary as well. This module logs and
tracks performance metrics such as latency and execution
times of functions running on different providers. If a major
deviation from the performance history is observed, this
module can trigger the utility-driven scheduler to update the
optimized mapping of functions/applications to providers.
Pre-loader: In case the scheduler identifies new providers
(or new regions within the same provider) as part of the set

of optimal providers, this module starts initializing and invoking the application functions in the new provider/region
to warm them up. It then notifies the controller module to update the set of available regions, and the controller can begin
utilizing the new provider. This module reduces perceived
latency caused by switching to new providers.
Cache: Maintaining a local cache at the VSP enables a
number of optimizations. For pure and memoizable functions,
this eliminates sending repetitive invocations to providers.
For functions with annotated data intent [47], the VSP can
use the cached data to accelerate data movement across
providers to keep compute and data co-located. For generic
functions without annotations or hints, recent serverless
data cache designs such as OFC [35] and Faa$T [40] can be
extended to operate at the VSP-level. The main challenges in
designing the VSP’s cache are delivering consistency guarantees and prioritizing what to cache and for what duration.
The VSP finally needs billing and authentication modules to facilitate developer payments and authentication between users and FaaS providers. The billing service keeps
track of the number of requests from each user, the execution, and the corresponding providers; the VSP can then bill
developers directly for both its own aggregation services
and the serverless computing resources that they use at each
provider. The authentication module should bridge the endto-end authentication between users and FaaS providers.
In terms of developer experience, deploying a serverless
application is similar to deploying to the cloud environment
that the developer is currently using. In addition to the required deployment configuration, the developer will provide
a list of cloud environments that their application can be
deployed on. A deployment utility is used to deploy the application on a VSP backed by multiple cloud environment
options.

5

Preliminary Results

To further showcase the merits mentioned above, we implemented the prototype of a VSP. Using our preliminary
results, we demonstrate how the VSP allows maintaining the
QoS when a provider slows down and how it reduces the
costs by dynamically prioritizing cheaper providers.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The VSP controller is implemented using GoLang programming language. We deploy the controller on a m4.2xlarge
AWS VM instance with 4 vCPU and 32 GB of memory. We
use an open-loop load generator as our client and deploy it
on a separate 𝑚4.2𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 instance. Our evaluation benchmarks cover a range of applications and consist of these five
functions3 :
• NLP: A function that scrapes a random article from
Wikipedia and builds a bag-of-words model from it.
3 Available

here: https://github.com/PSU-Cloud/vsp-benchmark
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Figure 2: Given the same concurrency limit (1,000), the
maximum sustained throughput is different for AWS
and GCP. The multi-cloud VSP seamlessly increases
this throughput.
• Image Resizing: A function that gets an image from
an S3 bucket and resizes it to three target sizes and a
thumbnail.
• Video Encoding: A function that gets a video file from
an S3 bucket and converts it to GIF format using the
ffmpeg utility.
• ALU : A CPU-intensive function from the ServerlessBench [53] that launches a random number of threads
to perform arithmetic calculations in a loop with a
random number of iterations.
• 𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑦: A function that sleeps for one second, then
sends a request to a back-end web service and it returns
once the response is received. The web service receives
a random number from the functions and performs an
addition to it and returns.
Unless otherwise mentioned, all the functions are configured
to have 512 MB of memory. We use AWS Lambda and Google
Cloud Functions as the underlying providers of the VSP.
5.2 Results
Increasing the concurrency limit. In order to provide
highly available managed services, cloud providers set limits
on individual tenant’s usage. In particular, for FaaS offerings,
they set limits on the number of concurrent instances of the
function serving invocations. Additional invocations beyond
the concurrency limit will fail with throttling errors. A VSP
can prevent such failures and thus improve the quality of
service by avoiding scheduling further invocations to the
cloud provider that has reached its concurrency limit.
To demonstrate this, we deployed our benchmarks on
both providers to find the maximum throughput at which
we achieve 100% success. Lambda has a default concurrency
limit of 1,000. The concurrency of Google Cloud Functions is

configurable and we set it to 1,000 for a fair comparison. Figure 2 depicts the maximum sustained throughput for each
benchmark using AWS Lambda, GCP Functions, and the
multi-cloud VSP setting. We excluded the Sleepy function as
it is not a representative workload for throughput. For Image
Resizing and Video Encoding, the GCP-only setting has significantly lower rate as the data resides on an AWS S3 bucket.
We included this case intentionally as this might happen for
a VSP too. The VSP uses Least Outstanding Invocations (LOI )
as its load balancing policy to distribute invocations among
the providers. As seen, the VSP achieves throughput close
to the sum of the two cloud providers’. This is due to its low
added latency – an average of 150𝜇𝑠 in our measurements.
In particular, compared to the AWS-only setting, the VSP
improves the quality of service by 1.2𝑥 (for 𝐴𝐿𝑈 ) to 2𝑥 (for
𝑁 𝐿𝑃). Compared to GCP only setting, the VSP improves
the quality of service by 2.5𝑥 (for 𝐴𝐿𝑈 ) to 4.2𝑥 (for Image
Resizing).
Latency-aware deployment. As discussed in Section 2.1,
VSPs can exploit the variable performance of different cloud
providers to reduce latency and cost (through execution time
reduction). In particular, by monitoring the performance of
each provider, a VSP can identify latency SLO violations
and avoid scheduling the invocations to the problematic
provider to mitigate SLO violations. To demonstrate this, we
deploy the Sleepy function and the back-end web services
on both AWS and GCP cloud and set the latency SLO to 1.2
seconds. We run a fixed load of 30 requests per second for 4
minutes. To identify the SLO violation, the VSP maintains
the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of
latency values for each cloud provider. The VSP de-prioritizes
scheduling to the cloud provider(s) with EWMA latency
violating the SLO. To emulate performance degradation at
a provider, we inject a synthetic anomaly [38] at time 𝑡 =
30𝑠 to add an additional 250ms latency to the GCP function
executions. The anomaly lasts for 170 seconds, and after that,
the web service continues to perform normally.
Figure 3 shows the end-to-end latency of invocations. We
compare the performance of three settings for the VSP: single provider (GCP), two-provider latency-agnostic VSP with
round-robin load balancing, and two-provider setup with
latency-aware scheduling. As seen, once the anomaly starts,
the invocation latency for the single provider and the latencyagnostic settings increases and lasts during the entire 170second window. Note that as the back-end web service gets
overloaded by the constant invocation rate, latency variance
also increases. The latency-aware VSP adapts to the situation
in roughly two seconds (given the EWMA averaging, it is
not instantaneous) and diverts invocations to the healthy
provider (AWS Lambda here).
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Figure 3: Performance of various VSP scheduling strategies under injected latency anomaly in the 30s-200s window. A latency-aware approach diverts invocations from the slow provider and guarantees meeting the SLO.

6

Discussion

Feedback: We are looking to receive feedback from the
community on the technical and economic viability of virtual serverless providers, i.e., whether they see any obstacles
that we have not already identified to building or deploying
a VSP, and potential barriers to the adoption of a VSP. We
would also be interested in existing frameworks that might
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Figure 4: Cost and latency of invocations distribution.
be leveraged to realize this vision, and lessons from prior
work on federated cloud computing that might be applicable. While we believe that serverless computing is uniquely
suited to federations, as detailed in the body of the paper,
some of the challenges that we expect to face (e.g., the need
for policy compliance across provider domains) are similar
to those in other types of cloud federations.
Controversial points: As we discuss in Section 7, federated architectures and algorithms have been proposed for
cloud services for many years. However, these architectures
are not widely deployed today, in part due to vendor lockin effects. Serverless computing is less susceptible to many
obstacles to realizing federated clouds (see Section 3), but it
remains to be seen whether others would prove fatal to building VSPs. The economic viability of such virtual providers is
also a concern; the VSP’s scheduler would need to be reconfigured whenever an individual cloud provider significantly
changed its serverless pricing or execution logic, which could
prove infeasible in practice. Additionally, one may argue that
due to economic incentives, cloud providers may try to sabotage the VSPs. In contrast, the VSP can improve the adoption
of serverless computing and hence expanding the market for
cloud providers. Note that, in our proposed model, the VSP
runs third-party code within its own purchased resources
and is thus the sole customer dealing with each provider.
Open challenges: Several research challenges remain before production-scale VSPs can be realized. Since a (if not
the) major use case of cloud computing is data analytics,
many functions invoked by serverless applications might
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run on data stored at the FaaS provider. Thus, a viable VSP
will require effective mechanisms for maintaining consistent
data storage across multiple providers without incurring significant additional costs. Developing algorithms to optimally
exploit temporal cost and performance variations at the different providers is another open area of research; it is not
clear how the scheduler should determine the optimal set of
FaaS providers, or how the presence of a VSP would affect
FaaS providers’ pricing and performance policies.
VSP operation costs: The reported cost numbers in this
paper do not include the operation of the VSP itself. We
demonstrate the total savings from aggregating serverless
providers. Based on those savings, the VSP, which is a separate entity from the providers, developers, and end-users,
decides the profitability of the adoption.

7

Related Work

Researchers have studied various aspects of serverless
computing systems in the past few years. Those span over
scheduling and resource management, isolation and virtualization, novel applications and services, performance analysis of serverless platforms, and economics of serverless
architecture within a single provider. However, to the best
of our knowledge, the research community has not explored
the multi-cloud serverless angle extensively yet.
Lithops [41] uses Python’s multi-processing library to
enable running Python programs on multiple serverless
providers. It enables the developers to write programs at
once and leverage the scalability of multi-cloud deployment.
Lowgo [27] is a tracing system for serverless applications
deployed on multiple cloud environments and can be used
to record the events and dependencies between to ease the
correctness and performance debugging. Aske et al. [4] proposed deploying serverless applications on the resourceconstrained edge platforms along with the cloud providers. It
is limited to scheduling the application on one environment
at a time based on latency SLO. In contrast, we propose simultaneous utilization of multiple providers adaptively based
on a variety of factors including workload patterns, variable
performance, concurrency limits, costs, latency SLOs, data
locality, and security. Furthermore, our design aims to improves the total costs by exploiting different providers and
multiplexing them. Using simulations, other works [7, 26]
have investigated the cost-performance trade-off for executing the serverless functions in environments with computation resource heterogeneity and disparity. They introduce
new optimization objectives the results of which can be used
by the VSP’s utility scheduler for better function placement
in a multi-cloud setting.
Cloud computing users have faced challenges like vendor
lock-in and differences in pricing even before the advent of
serverless computing. To overcome these challenges, several
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works have proposed federating or interconnecting cloud
services [23]. Such federations allow cloud providers to pool
their resources so that users can build and access services
that operate across multiple providers [39]. Since users can
freely move between providers, the providers are forced to
compete to offer better, less expensive services, thus benefiting users. Indeed, prior work has examined cloud providers’
incentives for joining such a federation [30]. A concurrent
work recently described the merits and viability of aggregating cloud computing platforms [46]. In this paper, we explore
aggregating serverless offerings, its technical challenges, and
conduct preliminary experiments with a prototype. Other
work has explored building systems for integrating cloud
storage services [9, 52], which, much like our proposed VSP,
allows users to take advantage of differentiated pricing at different storage services. Similarly, other work has studied the
aggregation of content delivery network (CDN) providers
[20, 28, 33, 34]. In doing so, distributing an object across
multiple CDN providers is somewhat similar to our setup.
Building such a virtual provider for serverless computing,
however, raises new challenges: in particular, the decision
of which provider to use at which time must account for
not only storage costs but also execution costs and temporal
variations in the performance of the serverless functions.
Recently, [50] showed the feasibility of the serverless aggregation idea using a small local cluster. However, we are
advocating for large-scale public cloud federation.
Another line of research aims to build algorithms to dynamically utilize multiple cloud services or providers in order
to minimize cost. Much of this work has focused on utilizing Amazon EC2’s spot and burstable offerings, which offer
discounted services at lower availability [6, 37, 55]. These
works generally attempt to minimize user costs while participating in multiple markets, with the hope that at least one
market will have available resources that the user can utilize
at any given time. Thus, their focus is on managing availability by exploiting the dynamics of the spot market. Other
work [56] has examined the viability of a virtual provider
that aggregates user jobs at multiple cloud providers in order
to save costs. However, the temporal variation in serverless
computing performance, as well as the relative complexity
of its pricing policies, likely require the VSP to develop new
scheduling algorithms for mapping functions to providers.
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